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Editor's note: This workout is part of our free online exercise and nutrition program, Cook and Chisel: Gainz Edition. (Click on the link to see the full plan.) How to do this workout every Monday for four consecutive weeks. Each of the exercises below has its own set of instructions. Make sure you finish all your reps and sets for one motion before moving on to the next. Finish your workout with an extra 20 to
30 minutes of cardio of your choice. Watch Gaddour perform each exercise in the instruction video above. Men's Health 1. Barbell Pause Front Squat Select load you could squat about 6 to 8 reps max. Then perform 2 to 3 reps every minute per minute (EMOM) for 20 minutes in a row. If you complete the reps before the end of the minute, rest until the next minute begins. Once you can do 3 emOM reps for
20 minutes in a row, increase the load by 5 pounds or 5 percent. 2. Bulgarian Split Squats Perform 10 EMOM reps in 20 minutes. Do all 10 reps on your left foot and then rest for the rest of the minute. When the next minute starts, switch sides and do all 10 reps on the right foot. Alternative sides every minute. Once you can do 10 reps on each side for 20 minutes in a row, increase the load by holding 10-to-
20 pounds of dumbbells (or dumbbells, which is about 5-10 percent of your body weight) in the cup position before your chest. 3. Tempo Cup squats Select 25-to-50 pound dumbbells. Make 5 rounds of cup squats. Each round is one minute followed by a one-minute rest (only 10 minutes). Follow the prescribed pace for each round below. Try to complete as many squats as possible in a minute that the
pace will allow. Round 1: Eccentric (3-1-1) Lower by 3 seconds-pause for 1 second at the bottom of the climb for 1 second round 2: Isometric (1-3-1) Lower by 1 second pause for 3 seconds at the bottom of the climb for 1 second second round 3: Concentric (1-1-3) Lower by 1 second pause for 1 second at the bottom of the elevator for 3 seconds Round 4: Continuous Bottom for 2 seconds and lift for 2
seconds without pausing in the bottom or upper Round 5: Max Iso Lower down at the bottom of the squat. Now hold this position as much as possible. 4. Jump the rope to do it for 10 minutes. You can do this in several different ways: Option A: Do it for 10 minutes in a row, only resting when needed. Option B: Run 30 seconds of work and then 30 seconds of rest. Each week, add a second of work and
remove a second of rest to these periods of time. Share your success with the program with the hashtag #cookandchisel. Curry and Gaddour want to see you fry in the kitchen and sweat in the gym. This one created and supported by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io
Everyone knows exercise plays an important role in our overall health, but whether it is a lack of motivation, the need to travel in The cost of equipment, or just know-how, these supposed obstacles often stand in our way. In fact, all you need is yourself. Here's how you can get a full body workout with nothing but your body. Note: To be clear, some of the exercises we'll discuss in this post will require more
than just you. For example, you may need to occupy a table in your home or place your feet under the sofa. While most exercises won't require any external objects, the ones that will be things you'll have access to almost anywhere. Technically this means that you need more than just your body, but seeing as everything requires gravity and ground to walk around we believe that using a random piece of
furniture is a fair caveat. The four basic rules before we move on to four different types of exercise - cardio, upper body, nucleus and lower body, and their explanation, here are some very important rules to remember: Always be sure to breathe. This seems obvious, but when you are in the middle of an exercise you can actually forget. In most cases you will exhale when you do the hard work (for example,
pushing up the push up part), and inhale on the lighter part (for example, when you lower your body for push-ups). This is not always the case, however, and special breathing instructions are marked where relevant in this post. Form is extremely important. If you do the exercise wrong, then what seems to be that progress initially dissipates quickly and may result in injury. Make sure you do the exercises
correctly before you start. Ask a friend to look at your form first. If you know a professional, ask them to help you. While this guide will explain the correct shape, it is your responsibility to make sure you are doing the exercises properly rather than cutting any angles. Slowly. While aerobic exercises are if often an exception, most other exercises are best performed slowly. This does not mean that you should
take long breaks between each push up and sit, but that you don't have to perform each as quickly as possible. Going slowly will work your muscles more and make you stronger. Your goal is to fail. The key to a good job is failure. This does not mean giving up because you are frustrated and tired while pushing the limits of your strength until your strength is spent. Obviously you don't want to push yourself
to the point of injury, but that shouldn't be a problem as long as you exhibit proper form. Don't worry too much about the number of reps of any given exercise, but instead focus on the job as hard as you can. More push-ups doesn't necessarily mean you're stronger. Some days you will have more energy than others and will work better. In a few days you'll be Worse. The key is to do your best with all the
energy you have. If you fail, you will succeed. Now that you're ready to get started, we recommend using all the information below, but if you want to skip here the content table:CardioUpper content:CardioUpper / MidsectionLower BodyCardioAerobic /cardiovascular exercise, or cardio for short, the goal of your heart. In addition to improving your heart health, it also provides benefits for many other areas in
your body as you need to work multiple muscle groups in order to perform aerobic exercises. While the good news is that cardio can be great for your whole body, the bad news is that most people hate doing it because they hate running. This shouldn't be awful, however, as there are a few options that could make it easier and more fun for you. Here are two options that can make running easier and more
fun, plus they only take about 20-30 minutes 2-3 times a week. Interval TrainingSome find running unattractive because it drains your entire body and you have to keep doing it for quite some time. This is because most people train for endurance, but it is not necessary. Interval training is an excellent alternative, which essentially involves working much harder for a shorter period of time. (Interval training
applies not only to running, of course, but it's a different topic another time.) There are several methods of working at intervals, but here's one example to give you an idea: an easy run for a few minutes to move (2-5 minutes).1 minute of speed running, then 1 minute low speed jogging, repeated 5-10 times (depending on your stamina). 5 minutes of easy jog to cool (or more if necessary). While you are
technically working around as fast as you can for this minute, you only have to maintain this intensity for a very short period of time. You immediately get a break after that. Instead of enduring 30-60 minutes of steady running, you only need to endure short bursts. For some, this is preferable. Each explosion can vary in timing as well. For example, some structure their intervals are like pyramids, so you start
small, peak in the middle of intervals and then slow down back to the end. My personal method of choosing Swedish Fartlek (speed game) training, as it provides differences in the types of runs performed in one session. For some, interval training may sound like complete hell, but if you've never been able to stick to long-distance running you may find it easier to perform and results more quickly helpful.
ClimbingStair Climbing Ladder is a simple exercise you can perform anywhere there is a ladder, whether it's a ladder in your home or in public. You've probably seen movies depicting athletes running up big stairs in stadiums before, and that's because it's a great exercise. This is especially effective if you miss any other move. How can you do this as Exercises? If you have access to the standard stairs at
home, just follow these steps: Run up and down the stairs as many times as you can. Skip the steps between them if you can. Stop when you're so tired, you can't go on anymore. When you get to this point, you'll likely only be part of the way up up If you get to the top, chances are you have another climb left in you. Take the total number of times you've done it at the top of the ladder and cut it in half. For
example, suppose you're maxed out 20 times and that's twice the number of 10.The next time you climb the stairs, run up and down 10 times each (double the number). Take a 60-90 second break and then make another set of 10 (double the number). Take another 60-90 second break and then make at least 10 (double the number). If you can do more, do more. Your goal is to push yourself until you are
too tired to go on. As it gets easier, increase the number of times you climb the ladder behind the set, so you always pushes yourself to work harder. Not everyone has a ladder, however, so this exercise is not always an option at home. If you don't want to go out and use public stairs with regularity, just add stairs climbing to a part of your daily life. If you have the opportunity to take the ladder, take them,
and run them skipping every second step. This is a good way to work in a little exercise on your normal day. Note: Ladder climbing is also great for strengthening leg muscles, so if they are part of your routine you may miss the steps of the stairs at the lower body. The upper body, when we talk about upper body exercises, we primarily talk about the work of muscles in the shoulders, arms and chest. These
exercises are some of the easiest to use and the most rewarding because you tend to see results quickly. However, upper body exercises are some of the easiest to do wrong, and that can 1) cause you to hurt yourself, and 2) fool yourself into believing that you are making progress when you are essentially doing nothing at all. While this is the case with any exercise, it is very important that you do not
have the time to learn the correct shape or you will be wasting your time. With each upper body exercise you also have to figure out how many times to do each. Obviously you don't get very far if you only push up and call it a day, but how do you know how many push-ups do when you take a break, and so on? Here's a method to understand that using push-ups as an example (but you can use the same
method for any of the exercises in the upper body) :D about as many push-ups as you can without taking a break. Don't stop because you're tired-stop because you can't physically make another push up. Take the total number of push-ups you've been able to do, and cut that down to half. For example, if you did 30 push-ups in total, which will lead to number 15.Next time you do your push-ups, make three
sets of that number (15 in our example) with 60-90 seconds of breaks between them. If you manage to do more on set, you have to. As you get stronger you will need to increase the number of push-ups you make in each set. If you ever notice things become too easy for you, just add 2-5 push-ups in each set to make things more complicated. Push UpsPush ups surprisingly amazing Exercises that work
multiple muscles, including chest, deltoids, and triceps-essentially meaning chest muscles, on the rounded part of the shoulder, and on the back of the shoulders. While this may seem like a simple exercise to do, good form is vital. One of our favorite push plans is Hundred Push Ups, which explains how to perform the exercise properly: Lie tends on the ground with hands placed as wide or slightly wider
than the width of the shoulders. Keeping the body straight, the lower part of the body on the ground, bending your arms on the elbows. Lift the body off the ground with your arms outstretched. Say it again. The weight of the body should be raised with your hands; don't be tempted to use your butt, belly or lower half of your body to pull yourself out. To maintain the correct alignment of the body, imagine a
straight line running from the head to the ankles. A hundred Push Ups plan is a very good way to build your strength quickly, but if you're not quite willing to take on a big goal just use the method described earlier to figure out the right number of push-ups per set that works best for you. DipsDips are a great upper body strengthening exercise you can do using a chair or bench. While they will strengthen
many of the same muscles as push-ups, they will do a little more to work the diamond muscles in the back. The 150 Dips program explains the correct shape: Stand with your back to a chair or bench. Make sure the object is durable and can comfortably support your body weight. Bend your legs and place your palms on the cutting edge of the bench, pointing forward with your fingers. Slowly walk your feet
in front of you until most of your body weight rests on your hands. Inhale, and keeping your elbows tucked in at the sides, slowly bend your arms and lower your body until your shoulders are parallel to the floor (see pic below). You should also notice your hips have fallen straight to the floor. Hold on for a second, then exhale and straighten your arms back to the starting position. 150 Dips is one of the good
ways to quickly build up strength, but if you want to start less just follow the method described at the beginning of this section to figure out the right number of failures for you. CurlsWorking biceps - a two-headed muscle on the inside of the upper arm - is part of the arm most people would like to create and show. It is also largely impossible to create without lifting some weight and so, in this particular case,
your body is not enough to get the job done on its own. If building a biceps is important to you, the best thing you can do to keep your workout at home is to go buy dumbbells on different scales and use them to make curls (which we'll discuss in a minute). A good starting weight will depend on your size and current muscle mass, so be sure to ask for help when buying any dumbbells, so you don't buy any
that are too heavy. You're always better starting easier and your way up or you could finish with an injury. If you don't want to buy anything and just use what you have around the house, anything with a handle and even weight can make a decent replacement. One option is a backpack, as long as you distribute the weight evenly and can keep it from moving in the bag. Another option is a gallon of milk or
juice, or some other kind of container with a handle that can be filled with liquid. Once you have gained your weight you can start making your curls. If you have two even weights, you can carry curls with both hands at the same time. If not, one hand at a time is fine. For starters, you extend your hand down on your side and hold the weight, palm face forward. Make sure your elbows are tucked and your
shoulders straight. When you are in a position, slowly bring the weight to your shoulders rather than outside your shoulders and not too far into your chest. Doing it right will feel like you're squeezing your biceps. Although some exercises don't require full range of motion when you do curls it is very important that you go all the way up and all the way back down each time. Completely full range of motion and
complete it slowly. If you hurry, you could hurt yourself. Three sets of 12 reps is a good place to start when you start with curls, trying to do more on your final set if possible. If you can't handle it much, the weight you use is too heavy and you have to start with something easier. Don't get discouraged if you start with light weights or are unable to complete all three sets for the first time. You will find that in the
beginning you will be able to increase the amount of weight you use approximately every 2-3 weeks. In the end that will slow down, but it is very encouraging in the beginning. Start slowly and easily and you will be rewarded for it. Core/MidsectionTo exercise its core you'll do sit ups, but not just sit ups! While standard vrunch is not necessarily a bad exercise, a few variations on sit can be much more
effective when running the entire core. Some of these effective variations come from Pilatesexis schemes. Chances are you've heard of Pilates or even tried it, but avoid it because of the cost and/or equipment. Fortunately there are many sit up, like exercises that you can take from Pilates that require nothing more than your body (and preferably exercise a mat or towel for comfort). Let's take a look at a
couple of those and some others that are helpful as well. Roll UpThe collapse is very similar to a normal sit with a few key differences. First, you start with you hands all the way back behind you, and you bring them all the way forward in a sitting position. Breathing is key during the process as you inhale as you start to move up and exhale as you complete. You're also doing this movement How rushing
through the process will do much less to work your core. Learning to do the roll properly can take a little bit and you may not be able to do it fully at first if you are just starting out. Watch the video left to demonstrate an easy and difficult way to do this exercise. (Half) Roll DownThe roll down will feel a lot like a reverse sit, and therefore may seem redundant, but this important exercise is paired with a roll up.
Start sitting with your feet flat on the floor, creating a 45 degree angle. Just to get into the right position, place your hands under your hips and keep yourself sitting. You can leave your hands there as you do this exercise, however for the bigger challenge you want to place your hands stretched out in front of you. From this starting position, inhale and then exhale as you slowly lean back to the ground. You
will expand until your shoulder blades are just lightly touching the surface beneath you. It is important that you do not go so far as to be supported by the ground, but far enough so that you know that you have completed the first full range of motion. Now inhale and then exhale as you move back to your original position. Once you're there, your back will be slightly curved. Lift your head up and adjust your
back to the position of the straight spine. Feel free to do a few sets of this exercise, but no more than 15 reps per set. Hundreds of complex, tedious, and best explained visually (so watch the video to your left). To perform this exercise, you lay flat on your back and lift your knees until they create a roughly 45 degree angle with your feet still touching the ground. Start with keeping your hands down with your
palms flat to the ground. Do not press your back to the floor or bend it up - try to keep it as central as possible. Once you are in the right position, lower your chin a little and start lifting yourself up, pulling your belly in. Some versions of the hundreds suggest that you lift your feet off the ground, so a bend in your legs create a 90 degree angle. If it's too hard for you, other versions suggest that you can
perform this exercise without lifting your legs. All the work you just did is get you in the right position. Now you get to do the hard part. Keeping your hands flat and dilated, move them up and down quickly. Every move up and down is considered one repetition. Every five repetitions you will alternate between inhalation and exhalation. For example, you inhale the first repetition, the 10th, the 20th, etc. When
you reach 100, you're done. If you are tired while performing this exercise, rest on the 50th repetition and start back. As you may have pointed out from the complexity of this description, there is a bit of a learning curve and practice associated with a hundred. Be sure to watch the video so you can see how it's done and practice a few on your own before trying a full set. Once you are used to it you should
find it easy to perform regularly. The basic plank Standing board is a simple but complex exercise that targets your entire core. It may take a bit of practice to get right at first, but once you get it down you just have to keep yourself in the right position. WebMD explains how it's done: Lie on your stomach, elbows close to the sides and right under your shoulders, palms down. Attract the abs and slowly lift the
torso off the floor, supporting the hard torso and legs. Avoid sagging on the low back or hiking up your hips. Continue to breathe while holding this position for 15 seconds or more. Your starting goal should be to perform 3 sets of 6-12 reps of this exercise, but you want to increase the number of reps as you are able to do so. Other basic exercises there are tons of ways you can strengthen your core, and
these are just a few of them that will help you do the job. For additional options, this PDF provides visual demonstrations of many, many abdominal exercises that do not require any equipment. Also as silly as it may seem at first, this two AB workout towels is actually an effective option and basically a poor version of the AB roller. Lower BodyWith cardio, core, and upper body exercises underway can
sometimes seem a little excessive for lower body work. In many ways, you will work the muscles that other exercises have already directed. However, you will neglect several areas if you don't bother with the lower body in particular. Here are a few exercises that you want to do to make sure you're not leaving anything. SquatsSquats are great, simple exercises to strengthen all kinds of good things
including legs, lower back, thighs, buttocks, and even bones. As long as they run properly, they are a great way to target most muscles in the lower body. So how do you squat properly? People who have created 200 squats program can explain: Stand right with your feet firmly planted on the ground about the width of the shoulders from each other. To help keep your back straight while performing the
exercise, it is a good idea to focus on the object directly in front of you at eye level.2. Contract your abdominal muscles as you bend your knees. Either stretch your arms ahead of you, lightly spread your hands behind your ears or keep your hands on your side as you slowly squat. Lower the body into a position where your hips are almost parallel to the floor. Go back to your original position and repeat.
Much like push-ups, squat is a comprehensive exercise that you can do almost anywhere. This makes it easy to fit in a set when you have free time. If you want to do it up to 200, 200 squats is a good way to get there. If you're looking for something a little less daunting, just try three sets of 20 squats to start, start, extra squats during the last set if you can manage. Keep working your way up whenever the
exercise becomes easy. Remember that you won't build extra strength unless you keep pushing yourself as you improve. Ladder Steps / Step UpsMuch like climbing stairs, you can build a lot of lower body strength by performing one ladder steps. The key point here, however, is not to step up the bottom stairs as you find on the stairs, but above that little lower than the height of the knee. If you try to step
up and your knee fits higher than your hip, the pitch is too high and you need to find something lower. If you were in the gym you could use a standard bench press bench, but a home wide chair, flat ottoman, or other furniture of similar height should only do fine. The park bench also works well. Just make sure it maintains your weight before you start stepping. If he breaks under you, you're obviously going
to yourself up. To perform step ladder exercises, you want to do one leg at a time. Starting from the left, place your left foot on a bench or chair. Using force from this left foot, push yourself up to bring your right foot to the chair as well. Do not use the power of your right foot to help you. You'll need it later when you switch and your right foot is on a chair. Do this 10-12 times. When you're done with one foot,
switch to the other and perform 10-12 reps as well. This is one set. Take a 60-90 second break after each set and perform a total of three. As these ladder steps become easier, you don't necessarily want to increase you repetitions as you might with other exercises. Instead, you may want to consider adding weight to your legs or arms. Adding weight to your feet usually means buying a certain kind that you
can attach for this purpose. Adding weight to your hands, however, just involves holding something. Ideally you would hold dumbbells of the same weight in each hand, starting at 5 pounds each and running your way up as you get stronger. If you don't have dumbbells available, gallons of liquid, such as milk, can make a good replacement. Just make sure the weight is equal in both hands or you can cause
balance problems and potentially hurt yourself. Regardless of whether you use weight or not, be sure to perform ladder steps slowly and avoid putting the load on your knees. You can easily cause an injury by moving too fast and put unwanted pressure where it doesn't belong. The title photo remixes from the original ATurner (Shutterstock) You can follow Adam Dachis, author of this post, on Twitter,
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